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Key features and benefits

 y Improve transparency with detailed stock enquiries

 y Easily manage stocktake during trading hours with built-in business processes 

 y Manage flexible catalogues with extensive product information

 y Support multi-location

 y Track all stock movements

 y Extend your inventory management with Serial Batch Tracking

Inventory Management
Supply Chain

Take control of your stock management and reporting with a powerful, 
flexible and easy to use system that is fully integrated with Financials 
and other Supply Chain modules.
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Fully integrated
Inventory Management is a comprehensive stock management 
system that fully integrates with TechnologyOne Financials. 
Create orders for stock lines, automatically track order 
commitments and receipt orders to increase stock 
levels, with a fully stock aware procurement system. 

Flexible catalogues 
Catalogues provide strong product-based integration to the 
purchasing and inventory systems. Separate supplier catalogues 
provide detailed product information that can be imported and 
stored independently from the internal product catalogue. 

Comprehensive multi-location support 
A single product can have descriptive information stored once 
and used in all locations. Specific details such as the product’s 
reorder levels and value are stored at the location level.

Extensive product information
Capture all details about your products including 
descriptions, codes, suppliers, barcodes and units 
of measure. Manage serialised and batched stock 
with the Serial and Batch Tracking extension. 

Stocktake during trading 
Perform stocktakes without closing down your warehouse 
or store, enabling essential audit and management inventory 
processes to take place without impacting your operational 
business. Stocktake information can be exported and imported, 
allowing counting to take place using handheld devices. 

Total transparency 
TechnologyOne’s extensive reporting and business intelligence 
tools provide complete transparency across usage, statistical 
and sales inventory information for all locations, in real time.
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Select Products for 
Stocktake

Print Count 
Sheets

Enter Stocktake 
Counts

Calculate Stock 
Adjustments

Stocktake Adjustment 
Estimate

Finalise Stocktake and 
Generate Adjustment 

Transactions

Do you wish to proceed with 
the Stocktake results?

Maintain Worksheet to 
Not Generate Adjustments 

and Cancel Stocktake

Do you want to proceed with 
the selected Products?

Do you want to select 
additional Products for 

Stocktake?

Stocktake Processing
Stocktake processing allows the Stock Balances in the system to be realigned with the Stock Holdings.


